
             Request Of Sponsoring Shootmani  a Team  

    - Presentation:  
Hello, we are a Shootmania team in search of a sponsor. We play together since 5/6 months.  

We made many of European and French cups we ended several times top 4 in the European cup. We 
are extremely welded, stable, we do not change players every week, for us the most important in a 
team is the cohesion between the members, it is made thanks to shared moments and in the crossed 
events, we want to progress to reach the best level of the French and European teams. 

- Composition:

- Christophe " Burnz " SCHEMBRE:
- 19 years old
- Hérault ( 34 ) France
- Terminal student GSI (Management of information systems)
- Previous Games: Left 4 Dead 2, Call of Duty MW3, Brink, Team Fortress 2
- Previous Teams : uSefull ', EvolveD, Respect My Authoriry, CyberPC, Event 2 Give

- Eddy " Legi ". COSTAGLIOLA:
- 18 years old
- Vaucluse ( 84 ) France
- Terminal student S
- Previous Games: Counter Strike Source, Call of Duty MW2 / Black Ops, Leagues Of 
Legends.
- Previous Teams: uSefull ', Respect My Authoriry, CyberPC, Event 2 Give

- Guillaume " Chekers " ROYER:
- 20 years old
- Basse-Normandie ( 50 ).
-Advised in a DIY store
- Previous Games : Trackmania, CSS, Call of duty 4
- Previous Teams: Igamerz, Cryum, Brumatik, CyberPC, Event 2 Give

– Description of the game     :  

Shootmania or rather the mode Elite (competitive mode of Shootmania) takes place in 3 
against 3, an attacker who has a railgun, a symbolic weapon of Quake, whereas 3 defenders 
have rockets. The attacker dashes only in front of 3 defenders, are purpose is of is to capture 
the pole is of to kill 3 defenders.
It is a game developed by creative Nadeo also famous Trackmania

Website ShootMania

http://www.maniaplanet.com/fr/shootmania/


– Description of our trainings and cup:  

We play every evening 8:30 pm has 00:00 am, we make cup eclypsia because there are very 
big teams, we also make the qualifications for the IPL, ESWC etc....
We try to play against teams stronger than us to improve our game.

Here is our index of ESL: Our ESL Page

Ambitions and results :

We have for ambitions this year to qualify ourself for ESWC France and why not World, but 
also to participate in Gamers Assembly on 2013
We are in the the top 20 teams in europe we are playing every days, we playing cups and we 
end up mostly in quarter final . At our first lan we finished top 6 (MiG in Montpellier).

What we can bring such advertising     :  

In ShootMania we can put the direct link to your website in our nickname and we can do the 
same for our server, Our goal is to promote maximum your brand. Lot of peoples know us,
sometimes we are streamed by Eclypsia at « Eclypsia cup ».

At present orKs.eSport:

orKs.eSport

We are at present to orKs.eSports, we are waitting for you a participation either in our 
travels or a product sponsorship.

By hoping that we caught your attention see you again soon as quickly as possible. 
Cordially.

To contact us: 
E-mail: chris9340@gmail.com
Skype: burNNNzz

mailto:chris9340@gmail.com
http://www.orks.fr/
http://www.esl.eu/fr/team/7165374

